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OPERATIONALIZING
DETERRENCE IN
THE INDO-PACIFIC:
SOFT DETERRENCE
AND FOREIGN
INTERFERENCE
LEGISLATION

capacity, and to offer some sober analysis about
why US and Australia should use legislation as a
modern deterrent. I argue that China is a patient
actor and understands the risks associated with
kinetic state-on-state warfare and is therefore
more likely to engage in grey zone war. I conclude
that in fighting the grey zone and foreign
interference, one of the best tools for soft
deterrence in the US and Australia is counteringforeign interference legislation.
Deterrence was defined by Henry Kissinger as the
‘policy of preventing an action by confronting the
opponent with risks he is unwilling to run’. 2 In
considering the defence of Australia and US
interests in the Indo-Pacific, Australia and the US
must be prepared to battle Chinese interference
and hybrid threats with a modern deterrent
capability: blending both traditional deterrence
with societal resilience. 3 Resilience relates to the
ability of states and societies to withstand and
recover from internal and external crises. 4
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In the Australian case, our conventional deterrent
leverages both our alliance with the US and our
conventional military capability. However in the
Australian anti-Communist politician B. A.
Santamaria’s book ‘The Defence of Australia’, he
states that it is a ‘folly to rely on the US’ for
defence, and he lauds the ‘Swedish’ approach to
national defence planning as the ‘most effective
prototype’ for Australia. 5

Australia has become a major theatre for Chinese
interference and grey zone warfare. Over the last
year, the country’s political system has been
wracked with political scandals, cyberattacks,
disunity between State and Commonwealth
governments and pitched battles in our
universities. As said by former head of the
Australian Secret Intelligence Organisation,
Australia is facing unprecedented levels of
foreign interference. 1

After World War II, Sweden instated a system of
whole of society defence planning that considered
the military, civil, economic and psychological
aspects of war and societal resilience to make war
an ‘unacceptable cost’ to their adversaries. 6
Santamaria focuses on the ‘Psychological

For this paper I want to do three things: identify
what constitutes modern deterrence, to consider
Australia and the US’ deterrent capability and
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Defence’ facet of Swedish defence planning,
which refers to the ‘definite determination of the
people to defend the country and its national
values at all cost’. 7 Santamaria also quotes the
Swedish Defence Staff’s 1963 publication ‘The
Total Defence of Sweden’, which recognises that
‘[p]sychological warfare will be an important
factor in a future war…’ 8 He goes on further to
argue that the application of the principles
underlying Sweden’s defence philosophy is ‘most
appropriate’ to Australia. 9

Sweden’s national service and bears a significant
economic cost for their low population of 10
million. Sweden is also non-aligned and is
bordered by a growingly aggressive Russia. Total
Defence planning would fit uneasily with
declining levels of trust of Australians for our
politicians and our political system, and citizen’s
dwindling care for defence. 11 It is also hard to
believe that such divided behemoth like the
United States would be able to seamlessly bind to
counter hybrid threats.

The ‘Swedish prototype’ is recognised as having
viable lessons for other democracies - not only by
Santamaria in the 1970s, but also recently by
Australian commentator Ross Babbage, the
United Kingdom’s Royal United Services Union
and the US’ Atlantic Council. 10 While Sweden’s
establishment of Total Defence predates our
considerations of hybrid threats and grey-zone
warfare, Sweden considered the psychological
front of war so important to their overall strategy
that Psychological Defence became a pillar of
their defence planning.

Therefore, Australia and the US national security
planners accept a degree of vulnerability in our
systems. However, we still characterise foreign
interference and grey zone warfare as serious
challenges in our era of strategic competition.
Our deterrent capability leaves us with a few tools
for national defence - our conventional armed
forces, nuclear and extended nuclear deterrence,
multilateral institutions, soft power and geoeconomic tools. The use of these tools to offer any
form of psychological defence or deterrence,
however, is very limited. To build a modern
deterrent capability, the best tool that both
Australia and the United States share to mitigate
foreign interference is legislation.

I introduce Swedish Total Defence as an example
of comprehensive and complete defence planning
that is engineered to counter grey zone warfare.
However, while the concept may be intoxicating
to defence and national security planners in
Australia and the United States facing Chinese
grey zone tactics, the concept of Total Defence is
predicated upon unpopular policies in our
countries and geopolitical differences between us
and Sweden. The concept is facilitated by

In 2018, Australia followed the US’ example of
the Foreign Agents Registration Act by sweeping
through a series of bills attempting to counter
foreign interference. These included the Foreign
Influence Transparency Scheme and the National
Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and
Foreign Interference) Act. While FARA was
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introduced to challenge Fascism during WWII,
Australia pushed through this legislation for two
reasons: one, as a pre-emptive measure before
Australia’s 2019 election, and two, as a response
to a Labor politician’s supportive statements of
China’s position on the South China Sea. The
legislation represents an unconsidered shared
deterrent between the US and Australia.

conventional deterrent capability and ANZUS
alliance. As Santamaria said, Australia moved
from ‘behind the skirts of Queen Victoria to
behind the coat-tails of Uncle Sam’. 14 Our
complex and multi-dimensional political systems
forbid us from developing a system of ‘whole-ofsociety’ and complete resilience like Sweden.
Therefore, countering foreign interference
through legislation may be one of the only nonkinetic attempts to deter, or at least mitigate and
visualise attempts to subvert our political systems
and societies.

As Australia lacks the resolve and political
appetite for sanctions and geo-economic tools
against Chinese interference, foreign interference
legislation can be used as a soft deterrent
measure which can be tastefully country agnostic.
The introduced legislation encapsulated the
Australian government’s Counter Foreign
Interference Strategy: which was based upon the
pillars of ‘sunlight’, enforcement, deterrence and
capability. 12 In comparison to the US, Australia’s
foreign interference legislation was narrower and
tried to fix some of the structural issues of
FARA. 13

Secondly, a prudent counter-foreign interference
policy is about balancing our search for security
with the democratic necessity of an independent
and empowered media. Both the US and
Australia have struggled to position their media
organisations within an era of increased
securitisation. The media, as said by the head of
ANU’s National Security College is a ‘magic
weapon for democracies’: as they can investigate
and call out instances of foreign interference. 15

Considering
our
strategic
convergence
concerning foreign interference, I consider the
key lessons regarding Australian and American
policy in the Indo-Pacific.

As some examples, our state broadcaster the ABC
has been able to report on political interference
by Huang Xiangmo and the activities of the
United Front Work Department in Australia. 16
The soft deterrent of foreign interference
legislation is formed when the media can work
with the government to address and display
incidents of foreign interference and influence to
Australians.

Firstly, when considering our ability to withstand
foreign interference, we must realistic about our
limitations in countering it, and must soberly
assess the challenges that face our foreign
interests. I began this paper referring to B.A
Santamaria’s The Defence of Australia and
Swedish Total Defence to illustrate that foreign
interference and societal resilience been
considered by Australian politicians since the
1970s.

Third,
foreign
interference
legislation
demonstrates the fact that Australia and the US
are embroiled in a battle of values in the IndoPacific. As different to the Cold War, where the
spread of Communist values to countries was
followed by technological development by the
Soviet Union, the values of the Chinese
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Communist Party are being transmitted through
technology which extends the reach of China’s
technologically enforced authoritarianism. For
example, China has been working with the
Zimbabwean Government to provide a massfacial recognition program in the country –
allowing them to replicate parts of China’s
Orwellian surveillance infrastructure. 17
While foreign interference legislation cannot
ensure that we keep this technology of the region,
it allows the Government and Australian people
to think critically about our own values and what
we consider to be a vision for good governance.
Australia used FARA to synthesise our own
approach to countering foreign interference and
influence before the 2019 election. It showed that
Australia considered the subversion of our
election and influence of our politicians as an
intolerable and insidious feature of state
contestation. Australia’s cognition of the
importance of our values was evidenced by the
Australian Joint Parliamentary Committee on
Intelligence and Security’s rejection of laws
introduced to establish a national facial
recognition database two weeks ago. 18
As said by our former-Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull upon the introduction of the foreign
interference bills in December 2017, the purpose
of legislation is to ‘reinforce the strengths of our
open democratic systems while shoring up our
vulnerabilities’. 19 Santamaria’s praise for
Sweden’s deterrent capability and defence policy
does not account for the constrained tool kit that
must be used to mitigate foreign interference.
Australia and the United States may not be able
to militarise all factors of our societies, so foreign
interference legislation builds a modern form of
deterrence which can battle our non-kinetic war.
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